
Cellular Shades Collection  
& Odysee™ Cellular Blinds



Energy Efficiency. Reliability. 

Style. Find it all in the most  

comprehensive collection of  

cellular shades, cellular blinds 

and pleated shades.

Comfortex Window Fashions has  

mastered the art of the cellular 

shade. The most energy efficient  

fabrics harmonize with the latest 

colors and hardware options to  

unite the elements of form, function 

and individuality.

Odysee Cellular Blinds leave a 

lasting impression. The only window 

treatment of its kind, Odysee provides 

the convenient operation of a blind 

with the so� fabric look and insulating 

benefits of a cellular shade.

Sleek styling is the signature of the 

Privada No-Holes Privacy Pleated 

Shade. The li� cords remain hidden, 

extending down the back of the shade 

fabric for elegant, continuous lines.
2” Paradise Light Filtering Vanes in color PebblePremiere Florance Light Filtering in color Villa



Comfortex Cellular Shades provide superior energy efficiency 

to keep rooms warmer in winter and cooler during the  

summer months.

The double and single cell honeycomb available in 1⁄2-inch, 
3⁄8-inch and 3⁄4-inch cell sizes help regulate temperature,  

block dra�s and reflect incoming solar rays. The result is 

year-round comfort with the benefit of lower heating and 

cooling costs.

Discover comfort

Symphony® Light Filtering fabric in color Nocturne

For ultimate insulating benefits, add the ComforTrack™ 

Energy Saving Sidetrack System to your cellular shades.  

This innovative system seals gaps where the shade and 

window frame meet, eliminating dra�s, reducing your energy 

bills, improving light control, and increasing the comfort  

of your home. Easy installation and versatile color options 

make ComforTrack the right choice for the energy conscious 

home owner.

CELLULAR SHADES



With an extensive array of colors and textures including 

neutrals, tints and subtle tones, as well as vivid selections, 

Comfortex Cellular Shades will complement your home’s  

current decorating style or highlight the latest design trend. 

With over 500 inspiring texture, color or pa�ern options,  

you are sure to find the right fabric and light control for  

your space. The four opacity levels found with Comfortex 

Cellular Shades produce dramatically different lighting and 

privacy effects. Choose from semi-sheer, light filtering,  

room darkening or blackout to best fit your space. 

Fusing function with style

For the ultimate in light control, SlumberShades™ combine 

Comfortex’s blackout cellular shade fabric with light blocking 

sidetracks to help create a comfortable, completely dark 

room for sleeping.

Comfortex Cellular Shades have neutral white fabric backings 

to reflect heat from the sun. This also provides a uniform 

look from the exterior. In addition, Comfortex Cellular  

Shades protect against the sun’s harsh UV rays that can  

fade and potentially damage upholstery and drapery fabrics, 

carpeting, furniture, floors, as well as valuable artwork.

CELLULAR SHADES

Natural Linen Weave in color  
Mustard Seed

Premiere Strata  
Blackout in color  
Chestnut

Debut Blossom  
Light Filtering  
in color Feather



Decorative cellular shades can accommodate geometric 

windows, allowing you to coordinate your window coverings 

across all types of windows and doors. Stationary or movable 

specialty shapes cover arches, octagons and trapezoids.  

Transoms, sidelights, sliders and doors have their own  

Comfortex hardware applications. Fully functional skylight 

and greenhouse systems are engineered for challenging  

roof angles.

Windows come in all shapes

Trapezoid Shades

Starburst™ Movable &  
Non-Movable Arches

Octagon Shades

Sunset™ Movable Arches

Soprano® Skylight & Greenhouse 
Shades

Balcony™ Skylight Shading 
Systems

CELLULAR SHADES

Mezzo Motorized Skylight System Ovation™ Cellular Slider

Virtuoso® Light Filtering in color Tenor



Innovative Hardware

Cord Lock
Color Coordinated

Cord Loop
Color Coordinated

Create the ideal cellular or pleated shade with hardware that fi ts 
your lifestyle.

CONTROL OPTIONS

CORD LOCK SYSTEM
The classic cord pull system for standard rectangular shades is 
easy to raise and lower, with hardware color coordinated to the 
fabric for a clean, integrated look.

CORD LOOP SYSTEM
The convenient single continuous pull cord is simple to operate; 
ideal for large windows.

CORDLESS ULTRA™ HARDWARE SYSTEM
Push the handle up or pull down to position your shade. This child 
safe solution eliminates dangling pull cords, perfect for homes 
with young children and pets.

CORDLESS LIFT & LOCK SYSTEM
Cordless Li�  & Lock Shades can be raised or lowered by pressing 
the bu� on located on the bo� om rail and guiding the rail into the 
desired location. Provides safety and style for homes with young 
children and pets.

MOTORIZATION
Easy, remote-control operation of your cellular shades using radio 
frequency motorization, wall switches and controls. Modern 
convenience without any operating cords.

DESIGN OPTIONS

METALLIC HARDWARE
Brushed Nickel or Oil Rubbed Bronze hardware provides a 
sophisticated, contemporary look that coordinates with stainless 
appliances and other metal fi xtures. Available on all shades using 
Cord Lock, Cord Loop and Cordless operating systems.

FABRIC WRAPPED RAILS
Create a completely seamless look on your cellular shades with 
fabric wrapped rails. The fabric used to cover the rails is the same 
as the shade.

CELLULAR SHADES

Cordless Ultra
Color Coordinated

Brushed Nickel
Cordless Ultra

Oil Rubbed Bronze
Cordless Ultra

Fabric Wrapped
Cordless Ultra

Cordless Li�  & Lock
Fabric Wrapped

Motorization
Fabric Wrapped

For our full assortment of hardware options, visit 
your local Comfortex Window Fashions dealer.



ODYSEE CELLULAR BLINDS

Odysee Cellular Blinds are in a class by themselves as  

the only window treatment that blends the operational  

features of a blind with the so�ness of a cellular shade.  

This innovative blind offers three beautiful choices: clear 

view, complete privacy and anywhere in between.

With the vanes expanded, Odysee looks and functions like a 

conventional cellular shade. It serves as an energy efficient 

barrier, limiting air movement and preventing excessive solar 

heat gain. 

The vanes are always white to the outside, reflecting sunlight 

for an even greater insulating advantage. With vanes  

expanded halfway, the so� fabrics filter light for a warm 

glow. With the vanes compressed, Odysee is transformed 

into a so� blind treatment. The view becomes the focal  

point and the treatment recedes into the background. 

Decide which hardware system best fits your needs; standard 

cord loop, Cordless PowerTouch™ and motorized options to 

easily raise or lower any blind.

The worlds only insulating blind

Odysee Light Filtering in color Sand Dollar



PLEATED SHADES

Privada Pleated Shades are defined by their modern  

simplicity with a series of popular colors and appealing  

textures for added visual interest. 

By moving the operating cords from the front to the back, all 

you see is the beauty of the Privada fabric with its firm, crisp 

fabric pleat. A hidden fabric tab conceals the cords behind 

the shade to curtail light leakage and increase privacy.

Modern Simplicity

Privada Linen Light Filtering in color Pesto

All Privada light filtering and blackout fabrics are white to the 

outside for exterior continuity and offer quality ultra-violet 

protection. Choose the hardware system that best fits your 

needs; standard cord lock, cordless, cord loop and motorized 

options to easily raise or lower any shade.



21 Elm Street  •  Maplewood, NY 12189
(800) 843-4151  •  (800) 336-4580 FAX

comfortex.com

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

Our commitment to quality, as with all Comfortex Window 
Fashions, is extended to all Comfortex Cellular Shades, 
Privada Privacy Pleated and Odysee Cellular Blinds in the 
form of a  limited lifetime warranty.

Our limited lifetime warranty is extended exclusively to 
the original purchaser of the product. Comfortex limits 
this warranty to covering materials and workmanship. 
Comfortex will not cover damages caused by accidents, 
misuse or failure due to the improper installation or 
application of the product.

 For additional information, contact your Comfortex dealer.
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